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Abbreviated guideline. Bryan Newby – Professional Terraforce Consulatant

Hard landscaping measures at Ajman beach front

Following on from the successful implementation of beach front protection using Terraforce concrete retaining 
blocks walling on the Palm Jumeirah in Dubai, Knutton Consulting were requested to design a support system for the 
beach front facilities at the Fairmont Hotel in Ajman . . .  before the beach even existed.

The design involved the construction of a  240m long  Terraforce support wall founded in the calcretes several me-
ters below average mean sea level. The design relied on a balanced construction where the lower portion of the wall 
would eventually be braced in position by the imported sands for the Beach.

In order to ensure that the wall was never eroded to a point where the overall Factor of Safety was compromised, an 
indicator row of coloured blocks was introduced to give a visual indication when the limit would be exceeded. The 
wall was erected on precast foundations bedded into a thin layer of saturated sands and compacted rock immedi-
ately over the Calcretes. This allowed for high quality control of the concrete foundations. Complex form and shape 
to the finished product several metres above the foundations required detailed setting out profiles to be created at 
the lower levels. Simon Knutton – Consulting engineer.

Construction sequence at Ajman beach landscaping site

Fairmont Hotel, Ajman UAE
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2. Excavated material to be used for building a protective dyke on the seaward side  
 of the trench.

3. Install dewatering sumps at intervals for accommodating 160mm diameter 
 suction pipes for the purpose of dewatering the site 24/7. 
 (At high tide, up to 6 pumps req.)

1. Excavate 3m wide foundation trench to a depth of 1,2m below mean sea level.
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5. Place levelling base of 20mm stone, compacted with vibrator  roller and check   
 levels, before positioning foundation slabs.

4. Compact 100 – 300mm rock mix into trench to desired compaction of 100 Kpa   
 and to just below level of precast foundation blocks. 
 (Compaction with Traxcavator and roller.)

6. Foundation slabs, 1m wide, to be positioned as per surveyors plan and as per   
 steel indicator pegs.

7. Completed sections of installed foundations to be inspected and approved by all  
 parties, before commencement of installing double block retaining walls.
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9. Starting with outer skin, 330mm from the front edge of foundations,
 Terraforce L16 blocks to be aligned, tightly interlocking against each other and   
 strictly following the pre-determined outline of the installation.

8. Surveyor to mark corners and curves of Terraforce walls on top of foundations.

10. Short lengths of Y12 re-bar to be epoxied into drilled holes in the foundation,   
 to protrude 350mm into every third block of the outer as well as the inner skin 
 of the wall.
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11. After both skins of L16 blocks have been positioned in this sequence, all blocks  
 of the first row as well as the gaps between the two layers of blocks, to be filled  
 with concrete as specified.

12. Place backfill  behind the first row of blocks and compact to specification. 
 Note! Sand beach to be established as soon as drainage level is reached.

13. Construction sequence of placing blocks to be repeated, except the insertion of  
 steel dowels, to be repeated to and inclusive of row 5. Every row to be set back   
 as specified.
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14. Proceeding with row 6 to row 16 (3.2m above foundation level) construction   
 sequence to be repeated, except that all filling in the blocks and between the 
 blocks to be done with clean coarse sand. In-situ interlocking concrete keys to 
 be installed every third block of every layer.

16. Vertical walls have a separate detail.

15. Mother Nature testing our determination in protecting the dykes.

17. In addition, two layers of 40 Kn. geo-grid  to be installed at levels as indicated   
 on the section, locked between both skins of  blocks, extending 2.7m into 
 the backfill.
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19. Drainage outlets to be installed every 10 blocks of row 17, connected to a 
 horizontal drainage blanket and to vertical wick drains extending to the soft 
 landscaped areas of the installation.

20. Construction to proceed as before up to row 21, at which level a 1.8m wide layer  
 of geo-fabric will be installed  and then row 22, the final row to be installed and   
 backfilled to specification.

18. Row 17 is a single layer of blocks in a contrasting colour, indicating the 
 drainage level, being the level of the beach on the wall face.
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21. Custom made precast coping to be installed to architects instructions.

22. Sections of hard landscaping that require steps to lead down to beach level, to   
 be packed with Terraforce 4 x 4 multi step  blocks on compacted backfill and as  
 instructed by the specifier.

23. Corners and curves, installed with step blocks, require accurate cutting with   
 quality tools in order to obtain a neat finish.
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24. Services ( water, electricity ) to be installed simultaneously.

25. The beach is filled in after the protective berm is removed

26. The completed project.
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Beach restaurant facility.

Stairs and access ramps to the beach.

Fairmont Hotel, Ajman UAE
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